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 JAMES REDFIELD

 CHARLES WILLIAMS

 Charles Williams is a specialty of mine, or perhaps I have be
 come a specialty of his. At any rate, in the course of two years
 of reading and writing about his work I have recurrently en
 countered one obstacle to writing or talking about him: few
 people know anything of him, and fewer still care to know any
 thing. It is difficult to do work which requires an elaborate justi
 fication before it can even begin, but, in my perverse way, I re
 main convinced that the work is worth doing, even at the ex
 pense of the justification.

 First of all, only a man seriously misled by personal affection
 or affectation would pretend that Williams is one of the great
 minds of the age. In a certain sense, however, he is one of the
 most significant; and the very fact which prevents his reputation
 from increasing is the fact which makes him interesting. Wil
 liams is an eccentric; I sometimes feel that his reputation will
 never recover from his publication in "The Little Library of
 Strange Fiction." Nevertheless, his was a fascinating, not a bor
 ing eccentricity; and his close association with and obvious in
 fluence upon such authors as C. S. Lewis, Dorothy Sayers,

 W. H. Auden, and especially T. S. Eliot should be enough to
 make him interesting to the literary historian. But he has an indi
 vidual interest, apart from llis associations, for because he was an
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 eccentric he was a very pure type: a man who was quite willing
 to sacrifice readability, elegance, and clarity in order to say the
 thing of real importance to him. He is one of those men who
 can be more interesting to write about than to read, for he has
 attempted, with partial success, to accomplish something quite
 new in the world of literature. Williams can teach us much about

 the English literary mind, for his early work, individual as it is,
 is close to the tradition in which he was raised. As he matured,
 and he matured late, he gradually worked outward, until his last
 books carry the tradition forward into areas of experience scarce
 ly explored before, and he works with a method at once unex
 pected and justified by what has gone before.

 Charles Williams, then, was a very extraordinary Englishman
 who lived a very ordinary life. He came of middle-class parents,
 and was educated at St. Alban's and University College, Lon
 don. While in college he began to write and publish poetry.
 After receiving his degree, he obtained a post as a reader for the
 Oxford University Press. This post he held to the end of his life,
 and it seems to have suited him very well. The work was not
 taxing, and it allowed him enough time for his own writing and
 for conversation and friendship. Williams' acquaintance was
 enormous. His pictures do not show a very striking appearance,
 but in person he was unforgettable, and his friends have written
 several subtle and moving descriptions of him. He loved to talk
 and he loved to listen; he would converse all night with his
 friends on any subject that interested them. He could quote
 poetry, especially that of Shakespeare, Wordsworth, and Mil
 ton, hundreds of lines at a stretch, and his lecture audiences, it is
 said, gave him the most perfect attention ever received at Ox
 ford. It is little wonder, then, that he used writing chiefly for
 the things that he could find no way to say in speech; and if his

 work seems difficult, this is undoubtedly the reason.
 Poetry was Williams' first work, and it remained the work

 most important to him. But in his forties he began to publish
 novels and criticism and occasional works of history and theol
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 ogy. In 1939, when he was fifty-two, the entire Oxford Uni
 versity Press was moved from London to Oxford due to the
 blitz, and Williams was moved with it. It was here that he be
 came close to the men and women on whom he has had most
 influence, and it was here that he produced his best work. Here
 he quite suddenly died in the fall of 1945.
 Williams was a man who excited the strongest feelings of love

 and respect in his friends; in his presence many of the great and
 near great have felt something rather like humility. And yet his
 life was unmarked by any great achievement; among his books
 there towers no giant; his career as a whole was unscarred by
 reverses and unlit by startling success. And yet this was as it
 should be, for Williams was not a believer in success; rather he
 believed in honesty of purpose. He called himself a Romantic,
 but he used this word in a quite special sense. For Williams, a
 Romantic is a man who accepts the primacy of becoming with
 out denying the ultimate reality of truth and of the good. He
 was a devout Christian, but he distinguished between two kinds
 of Christian life, both proper, but essentially different. One way,
 the way of the ascetic and the hermit, seeks to separate itself
 from the world of becoming, from sensation and passion, and to
 discover good in the immovable and the eternal. This way Wil
 liams called the Way of Negation, and he respected it, but it
 was not his. The other he called the Way of Affirmation, the
 way which seeks God in the movable and the changing, the way
 of the statesman and the lover. This way takes its joy in the
 world, but it is subject to great dangers, perhaps greater than
 those of the other way. For as the goal which it seeks is continu
 ous, it is continuously receding; this way requires constant ef
 fort and is ever on the verge of failure. For the phenomenal is a
 maze not easily threaded, and the man who lives by it easily loses
 his way. When this happens, he falls into chaos, he loses all sense
 of order and proportion, he cannot distnguish between good
 and ill, he is in Hell. This is the great theme of Williams' novels:
 they are dramas of choice and learning, but about the times of
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 disorientation in man's life, and the matters that guide one man
 where another goes astray. The quality that guides men he
 called courtesy, and the substance of their paths he called myth.

 These are the two great terms of Williams' morality, and it is
 significant that one of them is drawn from the discourse of
 friendship and the other from poetry. These are the two great
 affirmations, and the force which moves them is love. But be
 tween the first stirrings of a love that seeks for something greater

 than itself and the final perfection of love that is joy as a way of

 life lies the whole tangle of the personality and of the world.
 It is courtesy, the sense of order which perceives proper rela
 tions in the phenomenal world as it comes into being, and myth,
 the enduring statement of these patterns, that make this forest
 passable, though its paths be ever shifting and its boundaries
 never reached.

 In Williams' Romanticism, man's possibility of choice means
 that man is the political animal. For man is created a race, and he

 must find his salvation in history. That is what is meant by
 affirmation: to accept the world as joined to one's self and yet to
 feel free to act upon it. Thus all ethics is political, for all action
 is by nature external. And the political good is courtesy, for
 courtesy is the recogniton of the necessary unity among men,
 and the free use of that unity for the good of all. As courtesy
 signifies to us the little acts of grace that make ordinary conver
 sation easier, the word to Williams means something more like
 the great act of grace which makes extraordinary communions
 possible. His term is derived from courtesia, the great term of
 Italian chivalric lore. But as love for him embraces the whole
 order of the world, so the knowledge in which that love is em
 bodied must partake of the universal order. Courtesy is the myth
 of the unity of poetry and morality; it is the recognition that
 the joy of man's desiring is the hope of man's moral aspirations.
 The Romantic view holds that the world is essentially, and

 not merely accidentally, process. If there is a general name for
 this process, the name is love: "the love that moves the sun and
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 other stars." And as the order of the stars is mirrored in the order
 of the body, so the power which moves the world is mirrored
 in the power which moves the soul. As God's love is expressed
 in the world, so man's love is expressed in action, and both of
 these are creations of process-coming into being which has no
 cause more ultimate than the will. But in the imperfection of the
 human mind there is always a fault between the will and the
 action; the understandings of God and of man are separate; man
 must impose his own order upon his own understanding. The
 order is a kind of critique, but as it deals with process it cannot
 be expressed in a fixed form. The Critique of Process is expressed
 in modes of thought themselves unlimited, capable of illuminat
 ing the nature of the whole without attempting to comprehend
 it. These are myths.
 A myth is emotion made politically valid, experience treated

 formally. Just as any life can become a novel, so any experience
 which illuminates the courteous unity of the world is mythical
 in character. At any particular moment in experience a myth is
 essentially embodied in its material; it may embody more or less
 material in its tradition, but the concrete nature of the material
 may be changed or increased without changing the essential
 nature of the myth. Myth is methodological, because it attempts
 to realize concrete wholeness, a reality not to be understood by
 analysis but by communion. When this communion is given a
 fixed form in statement separate from the concrete mentality in
 which it occurs, it achieves the level of Critique.

 The Critique of the World is poetry, the Critique of Morality
 is Romantic love. Romantic love must thus be distinguished
 from love in general, for while the latter is the process of the
 world in its pure state, the former is a control upon that process,
 a pattern of understanding and action. The Romantc lover de
 clares that between himself and his beloved there is more than a
 transitory emotional bond; in affirmation his subjective state be
 comes an objective truth; he understands human love as a signif
 icant part of the enduring process of the world, and by these
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 means he gives his love an enduring reality, even beyond his own
 will. The reality of his passion comes from the part his under
 standing gives it in the general order of things, and with this
 comes a legality of action under the laws of God, for, in so far
 as his love is perfect, he gains the freedom of the man whose will

 is identical with true law. Williams' perfect lovers move in a kind
 of aura; they can do no wrong as long as their love endures;
 they can suffer all danger and misfortune without pain. And
 this perfection does not depend upon any petfection in the be
 loved; the beloved, in Williams' novels, is usually simple-minded
 and often positively unpleasant; blessedness lies in loving, not in
 being loved. It is merely that it is much more difficult to love
 one who cannot return the grace.

 Affirmation is a whole way of life, but it is expressed and made
 plain chiefly in Romantic love and poetry. Williams seems to
 have been more successful in the former than in the latter. Per
 haps this is because his understanding of the mind was much
 deeper than his understanding of the world: he does not seem
 to have been the sort of man who received multitudes of im
 pressions readily; most of the images in his poetry are images of
 thought and mental state. He was seer of the soul, not of the

 world around it, and the concrete touches him closest when it
 has already been rendered by the experience of another. This is
 why his criticism is better than his poetry, and it is in his criti
 cism, where love and poetry are united, that we may find his
 essennal spirit.
 Williams' first critical work was reviewing, so that his career

 very naturally led him to begin with the poets contemporary
 with himself, and only gradually did he extend his work to poets
 of other times and countries. His first important critical work,
 Poetry at Present (1930), is a colleciion of separate essays taking
 up, in turn, English poets then alive or only recently dead. Each
 essay is a compact little study; any one would be a suitable in
 troduction to a selection of the poet's work. He is little con
 cerned with technique or tradition; each poet is described as a
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 personality in isolation, clear, distinct, and without much de
 velopment or depth. The book is remarkable, however, for its
 sympathy of treatment. Williams' courtesy of method enables
 him to express something of the essential quality which underlies
 the whole body of a man's work. The essay on Eliot is perhaps
 the best; I can hardly do better than to quote it here.

 In some former existence [he begins], among the myths of Greece,
 Mr. Eliot was probably a gadfly. Or perhaps, since no one knows either
 his own true shape nor that of any other being or thing, perhaps he is
 now; and of that gadfly the Mr. Eliot who edits the New Criterion, that
 magazine of intellectual criticism, is but a spectre or emanation. But it
 is not the gadfly which drove lo across seas and lands, but rather one
 that stings us into a maze; a maze of which the divisions are only some
 times green hedges, and at other tombstones, the walls of London draw
 ing-rooms, and of mildewed cellars, and at others even whole land
 scapes. There is a clue to this maze, but we shall never know it, for the
 humming of the gadfly is unmeaning; though we have heard that its
 meaning is written in some very learned book which we shall never
 find, or sung by some dead poet whose lines we all but remember, but
 never the needed, the significant word. And after wandering in the maze
 for a long while we think that we have come out at the entrance and
 given up the search; only on some evening the talk veers to modern
 poets and we know that we are not out-no, we are still there and lost
 and wandering, with thoughts full of those half-forgotten rhymes, al
 ways wandering, peevish and discontented and expectant. "Are we
 then mad, or is it poetry?". . . It seems by no means clear.

 The essay is difficult to quote fairly, for its general effect is
 its main point. But it contains many memorable phrases, and if
 it is unfair, it is at least entertaining to read them out of context.

 But Hell, like Heaven, has many mansions. If Mr. Eliot has gone to
 prepare a place for us, it is only courteous to attend, so far as we can,
 to the particular kind of place he has prepared: his eternal footman
 ushering us, with the same snicker, through the door. The place was
 there before Mr. Eliot spoke of it; it may be that it is less there now
 that he has spoken of it.

 And the conclusion:

 "Hence the soul cannot be possessed of the divine union until it has
 divested itself of the love of created things!" . . . "Thou, Lord, who
 walkest in the midst of the golden candlesticks, remove not, we pray
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 thee, our candlestick out of its place, but set in order the things which
 are wanting among us, and strengthen those which remain, and are
 ready to die." . . . What interpreters of poetry are these? Can this
 hell be rather the place of purgation? And has the eternal footman him
 self some likeness to the ancient of days?

 Mr. Eliot is right certainly to warn us against searching for-what our
 ancestors desired so much-a "message"; we shall not write little books
 on "T. S. Eliot and how he has helped me." But it does, nevertheless,
 with or without the poet's consent, direct toward some idea the as
 sociated intellect, and that idea here seems to be of some place of change,
 perhaps where corruption puts on incorruption.

 These remarks will seem more remarkable to the reader if he
 remembers that the essay was written before the composition of
 "Ash Wednesday," at a time when Eliot's most recent work was
 represented by "The Hollow Men."
 After Poetry at Present Williams wrote a number of books

 and essays on the English poets and the English tradition. While
 at Oxford he turned from the English to the Italian language,
 and especially to the greatest poet of the Romance languages.
 The Figure of Beatrice is Williams' best book. It is no longer an
 attempt to describe or represent the poet, for Williams was fully
 conscious of how far the poet exceeds the critic. He treats
 Dante's work not as a body of poetry, but as a vision of the
 world; Dante is for him the poet in whom the great niyths of
 man's aspiration have had their purest expression. His courtesy
 is not based on the sympathy of common endeavor, but on the
 love and respect of common humanity. The book is dedicated
 to Williams' wife Michal "in fulfillment of a promise" and it is
 the unity he felt between the figure of Beatrice and the figure
 of Michal that gives the book its strength. But the myths that
 unite Dante and Williams are the myths that unite Western
 man; the book is a statement of the myth of the beloved, not
 only through Dante's experience and Williams', but through the
 whole tradition of Romantic love.

 Tradition is the courtesy of history; it is the historical expres
 sion of the truth that all myths are one, and all are joyful. In the
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 mind of the critic, all the poets of his experience become inter
 twined and formed into a single critical statement, which is at
 once an independent literary work and a portrayal of the tradi
 tion. Williams' chapter on the Inferno begins thus:

 The image of a wood has appeared often enough in English verse. It
 has indeed appeared so often that it has gathered a good deal of verse
 into itself; so that it has become a great forest where, with long leagues
 of changing green between them, strange episodes of high poetry have
 place. Thus in one part there are the lovers of a midsummer night, or
 by day a duke and his followers, and in another, men behind branches
 so the wood seems moving, and in another a girl separated from her
 two lordly young brothers, and in another a poet listening to the night
 ingale but rather dreaming richly of the grand art than there exploring
 it, and there are other inhabitants, belonging more closely to the wood,
 dryads, fairies, an enchanter's rout. The forest itself has different names
 in different tongues-Westermain, Arden, Birnam, Broceliande; and in
 places separate trees are named, such as that on the outskirts against
 which a young Northern poet saw a spectral wanderer leaning, or, in
 the unexplored centre of which only rumors reach even poetry, Igdrasil
 of one myth, or the Trees of Knowledge and life in another. So that
 indeed our whole earth seems to have become this one enormous forest,
 and our longest and most stable civilisations are only clearings in the
 midst of it.

 There is, in that forest, as deep as any poet has yet penetrated toward
 the centre, one especially wild part; worse than anything known in
 verse by Spenser or Milton. There is a valley, of great trees and tangled
 shrubs, "selvaggia e aspra e forte-savage and rough and strong" where
 no path can be kept; the true path (through the forest or to the centre
 of the forest-it is perhaps the same thing, in Westermain or Broceliande)
 does not lead through it, but side paths do, less and less easy, more and
 more dark. A man, on his journey through the strange growths of this
 forest, may inattentively turn aside down those paths; perhaps many
 men do, and perhaps some die there, for the sense of the valley is like
 death itself. One man indeed, finding himself in it, said in so many words
 that no mortal ever came from it alive-"che non lascio gia mai persona
 viva."

 Williams' book does something which most criticism does
 not; it presents literature as the expression of real truth and
 gives that truth concrete meaning. But it does not do something
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 that most criticism does, for Williams is unable to deal with the
 Dantesque myths which lie outside his own experience and tradi
 tion; he is committed to giving us his Dante; Dante's Dante, he
 says, is to be found only in the poetry itself. There is nothing
 in the figure of Beatrice to suggest the political skill of the man
 and his love of politics; almost nothing to suggest his terrible
 ambition and hatred of the world around him. The myths are
 the same, perhaps, in essence, but their material character is less
 complex; and if Williams illuminates his subject brilliantly, it
 is from one direction only.

 In Williams' last book he is no longer writing about a par
 ticular poet or a particular tradition; his last criticism embodies
 his method in its purest form, for it is an attempt to present the

 myth in the abstract, as Williams himself understood it. The
 Figure of Arthur is an attempt to encompass the whole Arthurian
 tradition in a single critical order. But as no myth can be realized

 without material, so The Figure of Arthur must be read in con
 nection with Williams' cycle of lyrics on the same themes, pub
 lished in Taliesin Through Logres and The Region of the Sum

 mer Stars. Both the cycle and the prose commentary are un
 finished; it is impossible to say what their extent and structure
 would have been had he lived to finish them. The Figure of
 Arthur is Williams' criticism of his own work; in it he describes
 the process which led to the poetry and its relation to the tradi
 tion. But this process is not explained; instead it is presented
 concretely. Beginning with a brief summary of some of the im
 portant sources of the Arthurian myth, Williams embarks upon
 a prolonged examination of the significance of these myths in
 the structure of human morality. Gradually the great figures be
 come less fixed to particular authors, and by the time the book
 breaks off they have become independent actors in the imagina
 tion. Thus Williams renders the process which led from reading
 poetry to writing it; it is, indeed, an example of the only way in
 which complete criticism is possible: the poet writing about his
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 own work without ever getting outside the structure of the
 images which make that work effective. The unfinished portion
 of these two companion works is, I think, a great loss.

 The great quality of Williams' work, and the quality for
 which, I believe, it will continue to be read, is its seriousness of
 purpose and purity of moral tone. Everything is treated in rela
 dion to the most ultimate of moral questions, for man has his
 reality in the mind and will of God, and all his experience and
 art must be so judged. As his critical method is essentially cour
 teous, so courtesy is required in reading him, and it is a gift glad
 ly given by readers who are by nature sympathetic with his
 view of life. One cannot read his criticism for brilliance of anal
 ysis, just as one cannot read his novels for character. His method
 demands that the reader accept his seriousness, and in return it
 is serious in a way that no other method can be. There are
 those, for instance, who believe that Williams has revolution
 ized English criticism in his essay on Comus merely by taking
 chastity seriously. And perhaps such a revolution might not be
 such a bad thing. His is a mind which, for all its charm, is stem
 and intense; if his work lacks richness and depth of portrayal it
 is because he is always driving straight at the main point. But it
 is the main point after all, and there will, I think, always be

 minds who will be stimulated and refreshed by his directness,
 minds who will respect him for his virtue and love him for his
 grace.
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